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May 11, 1970

Portland Campus

UMPSusp~ndsRegularClasses
McCan.n Elected
Senate President
Sophomore Class President
Jerry Mccann was elected UMP
Student Senate President last
week for the ~cademic year
1970-71 in campus wide elections. Taking the VicePresidency was William Hilton, a junior.
Mccann beat out fellow
sophomore Eddie Beard and
junior Brian Cros~. His margin of victory was 25 votes
over Cross and double that
figure over Beard. Hilton
defeated sophomore Larry
Leone by a vote of 158 to
106.

Winning the position of
Senate Treasurer was junior
Al Grant, who beat out . sophomore Bruce Bilter by a margin of 163 to 110 .
Elected Camp us Mayor was
junior Fred Ream , who out
distanced junior Rusty Vennell by a vote of 186 to 95.

UMP Flag Locked
at Half - Mast
"I don't plan to take any
action today." These words
were from a cting Provost
Edward Godfrey last ~onday
when asked by the Viking
what he planned to do about
the American Flag, which
was chained and locked at
half-mast Monday morning.
Other reactions were also
given. Director of Student
Affairs Arthur Mayo replied,
"nothing" when asked what
action he would take.
Prof. James Lewisohn stated,
"I think it's exactly appropriate. It't an act of civil
disobedience and an act of
mourning ;-" Student Nick
Hazlett, who was responsible for 'the lowering of the
. Flag .and maintained a cons.tant vigil at t he Flagpole, felt . it was "a perso.nal
thing. They'll have to remove me forceably; they'll
have to carry me out."
The Flag remained locked
at half-staff through Tuesday. Tuesday afternoon the
Student Senate voted to have
a three day period of mourning during which time the
Flag would fly at half-mast.
The Senate resolution was
endorsed by Godfrey and the
Flag was unchained.

REMAINS OF THE POGO MOBE TENT set afire early Saturday
mornin g by unknown vandals.

Students Have
Option
At a noon announce~cnt in
LBA last Friday Provost Edward Godfrey gave his decision on what course the UMP
campus should follow for the
rest of the year, in reaction
~o national events of last
week.
Att~ndan~e at all classes
will be optional for the
rest of the year. Any student wishing to leave school
for the year at this time
will be given an incomplete
rank and will be allowed to
make up the rank at any time
until the end of next semester. In addition, UMP professors shall have the right
to determine the point at
which any individual student
has completed the requirements
for a course.
Godfrey's decision came
about mainly as a result of
Thursday's Campus Council,
Senate, and faculty meetings.
The Council meeting was held
at 12:00 Thursday before a
jammed audience of approximately three hundred people
in LBA. The only item passed at that meeting was a
motion to cancel Maine day,
which had been postponed the
previous day by the Seante's
action earlier in the week.
Following this meeting, the
Student Senate met in an
emergency session. Senator
Ed._die Beard opened by motioning for a total and absolute
strike. Much discussion followed with Sen. Charles Bradford requesting and receiving

PoGo Mohe
Tent Burns
Early Saturday morning a
tent which had been lent to
PoGo Mobe and was pitched at
the base of the flagpole was
set afire. The responsible
party has not yet been apprehended. Earli~r_j . n the week
UMP officials had received
phone calls from per:sons
threatening to take a shot at
the students keeping the
flagpole vigil.

permissi6n for a five minute
recess. As the meeting reconvened, Beard withdrew his
motion. Sen. President Peter
Goranites read a resolution
which was amended and passed.
The resolution, a recommendation to the faculty meeting
held later in the afternoon,
basically called for opposition to President Nixon'~
extension of the Vietnam War
into Cambodia and for cessation of formal classes for
the next two weeks. Professors were to remain in the
classroom, with final exams
to be either taken at the end
of this month or in September.
On the first of the two Senate recommendations the fac- ·
ulty voted to take no stand.
The second was tabled. Finally, a motion which would
allow any student to take his
grade as of May 1 to be the
final grade for the course,
if he so desired, was passed.
However, the provost's action
nullified this.
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'DITORIALS
An Illegal Action
It seems an ironic twist of fate that in the midst of much debate over the legality of President Nixon's Cambodian decision,
the campus administration allowed a clearly illegal action to
take place at UMP. We use the word "illega,l" decidedly because
the action of a few taking-over any part of the University propety is nothing less than illegal. In fact, until the administrat i on allowed itself to .be intimida ted and coerced, it admit.ted by
action and verbally that the locking of the flag at half-mast was
illegal . The action part of their admission occurred ,a week ago
Friday when they ordered custodial workers to first raise the ,
flag to full-staf f and then take the flag down ea rlier than normal when a student persisted in lowering it. The verbal part of
the admission took place in the Provost's office on Tue sday noon,
when some UMP stud~nts petitioned the Provost to take action.
He instead, while admitting the action to be illegal, said that
he didn't want to committ the University to a position one way
or the other.
Well, no matter how one feels about the President•s Cambodian
decision or the deaths of the Kent students, a violat i on of t he
l aw is still wrong and the question of political siding is irrelavant. The precedent set by the UMP administration now means that
as long as a few students attach a worthy cause to their illegal
actions, they can do just about anything they want. The implications of this precedent are incredible. The next ti~e it won't
be a flag chained and locked at half mast, . but perhaps the seizure of a building or at least an office. Why not- the fear of
intimidation has worked this time?
Imagine the Supreme Court refusing to take action on an illegal act of discrimination because it d~~n't w,nt to offend Southerners. Some may contend this has already happened, but certainly no one would suggest it is right, morally or legally.
Why should a taxpayer support a public institution that does
not act in behalf of all the students?
Our concern is not over action taken by the Student Sena te
when it requested the administration to lower the flag to half
mast. That was a democratic and legally correct procedure. But
prior to that time, the administration simply cowered under to
the actions of a few.
We deplore that action and suspect that the citizens of Maine
will register their disapproval on June 15.

PoGo Mobe

Since its inception last week, PoGo Mobe and the Cape Cod
house have been visited by members of the Viking staff on various
occassions. Although we have no objection to its apperance on
this campus, we have been upset by several things we have seen
over there.
On many instances the people occupying the building have not
appeared to be students on ,this campus and, at other times, have
not appeared to be students at all. We feel it is an injustice
to members of UMP to have vacant room, a very sparse item on- this
campus, being used by people who have no affiliation with the University.
Faculty memb6rs with no office have unsuccessfully attempted
to obtain use ·Of the Cape Cod house all year. Yet, PoGo Mobe
was given use of it overnight. The reason given by UMP officials
was that the precedent had been set last Fall when PUMP was
given the use of the new Student Union building. The Viking objects to this reasoning because PUMP was apolitical, something
which PoGo Mobe is not.
In addition to the non-UMP people who are occupying the building, we have found the area around the structure littered with
paper, broken beer bottles, and othet. trash.
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Quote of
the Week
Faculty"I've worked in
business, the Theatre, and
now an institution- of
learning." (Prof. Al Duclos
at the Thursday faculty
meeting in the Gym.)

social
news
MOVIES
This SaturdaJ' rit;ht, May 16, is
the last night of the current fiL~
series. The wrap-up movies are:
l!Mississippi. 11 with W. c. Fields
" Wedding Yells" with the Keystone
Kops
11Son of the Shiek" with Rudolf
Valentino
The cost of this
hour progra11. is
25¢ with a UMP ID card or 50¢ without a.n ID card. The show starts at
8 PM in Luther Bonney Auditoriua.
SPRING CRUISE
The Spring Cruise traditionally
held on Maine Day is TENTATIVELY
scheduled for this Wednesday night,
May 13, from 7 PM to llPH. The
price is $1.00 per person vti.th• a
1.illit of 250 people. Watch for posters on Tuesday with the details.
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we are heartless and prowar and care not for the
lives of our men in Vietnam. Nothing could be more
by Gail Grant
untrue. I know men who are
there and write daily letWe all want peace. There
ters addressed to an APO
is .no question of that. How
box in San Francisco. Of
we act or react in order to
course I care.
work towards it is another
But this war is not a permatter. To some the "only
sonal one. It is the fight
ones who care" are those who
for democracy and the ideals
sit under the flag flown at
of freedom. We must not ahalf mast in protest. To others buse those rights in our othe "ones who care" are those
ver-enthusiasm. We must
who stick with the more diffinot set aside · our whole ocult humdrumness of everyday
ther lives ••• we must conlife, including the going to
tinue on and yet still beof classes.
lieve. How could a whole
No one has ever said that
country of protest possipeace can be obtained with a
bly even think of winning a
snap of the fingers, with the
. war for peace? How ludiprotests of hundreds of people, . crous! We may lose more
even with the winning of a war. lives in protest for that
But throughout history the
· which we desire, than in the
last has been a method to sett- actual battle in Vietnam.
le disputes. The essential to
I do sympathize with those
winning, however, _was a uniwho are anxious, frustrated,
ted people behind its army
confused, wanting to do someand army commander. Prothing ••• for I am among them.
tests and rallies may unite
But
any action must be chan- ·
A series of teach-ins will
people in their desire for
nelled
and constructive. Ebe held th~ week of May 11 to
peace, but. ·only by backing
motionalism
can gain nothing.
May 15, starting at 11:00 each
of the army of our governWriting
letters
can help.
day. There will be separate
raent ~nd standing behind
Faith
in
our
country
is estopics for each period 11:00,
the ideals of our dJmocracy
sential,
though
perhaps
try12:00, and 1:00. The latter
can an action for p~ace be
ing
at
times
because
the
repart of the hour will be deaccomplished.
sults
are
not
viewed
now.
voted to a discussion and
The unfortunate $tealing
Things just don't happen QQ..!!•
question period. All members
of four young lives has ocThey are worked at gradof the academic community are
cured. Yet would this have
ually.
Patience of our PyOurged to attend.
happened had emotions been
ple
has
run
out. But isn t
MONDAY
kept in control? A huge
peace worth patience? Isn't
group of people with no
freedom of individuals worth
11: 00--Dr. MacLeod: "Mother
specific course of action,
self-restraint
now so as to
America and Father God"
no goal, is the prime tarleave a future? We must give
209 LB
get of misfortune. A
peace a chance. We mus~ be,
12: 00--Dr. Romany shun: "The
structure and pattern must
not individual groups of
New Left and The Culture of
be found as a setting to
11
protestors among ourDeath
LBA
life. Rules and regulaselves ••• we must be a
1: 00--Prof. Dietrich: "The
tions and schedules . have
silent majority- strong
People of Southeast Asia"
their purposes. The Nationand
purposeful and intent
LBA
al Guard has its purposepeace.
I cannot believe
TUESDAY
who can tell how many more
that
silence
means we do
people may have been killed if
not
care.
It
may in fact
11:00--Dr. Albee: "The War
they had not taken action
be
the
reverse,
with blaand the crisis of the Dem·and, also, if any one should
tant
calls
for
self-atocratic Process" LBA
take into mind would there
tention. 12:00--Prof. Gavin: "Myth
be this uproar had four memof Neutrality" . 209 LB
bers of the National Guard
1:00--Dr. Schwanauer:
been the victims? Thi.s e"Uncle Sam considered from
vent has occured at a critoutside" 209 LB
ical noint in our country's
WEDNESDAY
growth. Everyday more men
by Prof. James Roberts
than those that die in Viet11:00--Prof. Giguere: (to
nam are killed in automobe announced) 209 LB
bile accidents. Those we
One senses that the emotion12:00--Prof. Lewisohn:
accept and sadly have grown
alism of the past week has
"Impact of the war on the
to expect. Let's not make
abated--that people who felt
Intellectual Community"
the loss of lives of those in
'we just have to do something'
LBA
protest an accepted thing.
have, indeed, don~their thing.
1:00--Dr. Connick: (to be
Instead let the protest subIt remains to ask: where have
announced) LBA
side and the need for ~ob
we come to, and what is next.
THURSDAY
control abandoned.
· ·
There are hopeful signs.
For
one thing, one hears less
A forest fire is .ght
11:00--Prof. Wilson: "The
of
the
silly hysteria that
by setting small finl!'ll a- .
Writer as a Politician"
screams:
"President. Nixon
bout, enclosing the lar209 LB
killed
the
students." The
ger. President Nixon's
12:00--Dr. Bay: "Economic
sober atmosphere of Saturday's
plan in Cambodia is that.
Impact of the War" LBA
dignified manifestation in
He also wants peace as much
1:00--Prof. Duclos: (to be
Washington has dissolved the
as anyone. But to - be reaannounced) LBA
crepe pape;.r logic that flour- listic our armed forces
1shed at the beginning of
must not be left defenseFRIDAY
the week. (You remember:
less and must not be endan"Nixon went into Cambodia;
gered by enemy units surr·11: 00--Dr. Hinman: "The Presiounding them. Hence fight
this upset many students, who,
dent vs. The Constitution"
fire with fire. Peace we
poor dears, felt so strongly
209 LB
about it all that they just
all . want. Definitely! But
12:00--Mr. Mayo: "Administrait is not easy. It does
had to take violent action.
tion overview of occurences on
Cambodia, in other words,
not come with only the wanttoday's campus" LBA
conferred a sort of license,
ing of it.
1:00--Provost Godfrey: "Some
giving them a right to riot
Some may accuse me and
thoughts -at.out academic tenure"
others of my opinion that
LBA
(~ont'd. on page five)
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The Way To Peace

Teach-Ins To Be
Conducted

Should the President's
Powers be Limited?
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by Alex Holt
I am writing chis articl~
on Tuesday night, after the
postponement of Maine Day
and the declaration of the
Student Seante that there
should be a moritorium on
classes until the end of
the week. I feel that a
few words would not be in
order, since I have friends
on both sides (liberalconservative) who have
been muttering about my
lack of loyalty to either
side and not really making
a commitment to one particular cause. I will now
make known my particular'
feeling c.oncerning the
whole business, although
I do so with the realization that most students on
this campus don't probably
give a damn WHAT I think.
. First, let me say that
the Student Seante, I feel,
acted in the only way possible for a body of student
representatives to do.
Specifically, I refer to
the action that WAS taken, i.e., the Senate didn't
just sit around and do nothing about taking sides.
At least a stand was made,
and it wasn't the ultimate
step; that of declaring a
student strike. In the
present circumstances, the
students at least have the
option of being able to
attend classes on a voluntary basis. I only regret that the Senate didn't
put the matter of having a
· moritorium up for student
referendum; this mostly to
cross-check the assurances
of various Senators that the
majority of students DID
want a moritorium.
As far as the moritorium
itself goes, I SUPPORT THE
PURPOSE OF IT, as long as it
doesn't change from the origional purpose, which was
mainly to go out to the
community to express the student grievences to the people. This is all well and
good. I think that this
would be the most constructive thing that the radicalliberal elements have done
on this campus. But I
support this action only as
long as blind irrationality
does not replac~ the present
status of the peace efforts.
I . include in this 6atagory
any violence, and any largescale demonstrations that
would lead to a direct conSPORTSMAN'S GRILL
905-911 Congress St Portland
Number 1 Spaghetti House in
Maine
COCKTAILS
14 varieties of Pizza
772-9324 _ Phone orders to go
STEAKS

*

VEAL

*

CHICKEN
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frontation with the administration of the university
or with the city officials.
I must, however, disagree
with the actions taken to
stimulate this situation.
It is obvious that the law
was broken by Nick Hazlett
and others when they appropriated University properity
without permission of University officials. The
question now is; was this
action· necessary to have the
current "crisis" come about?
I believe not. With the
full use of publicity similar to that before the General Meeting of two months
ago, the same number of interested students and faculty
would have showed up as did
this afternoon. Simply,
what I am trying to say, is
that Nick could have found
other, more effective, ways
to stimulate student interest without resorting to
· abuse of University property. Much bad publicity has
already been released to
the publiri which may very
well distort the entire issue,
resulting in less enthusium
on the part of community
members to the id~a of students talking with them about the national-international situation. They are
going to be that much harder
to convince now.
I would like to congratulate Gorden Brown and others
at the Senate meeting, who
attempted to show the other
side of the issue. How popular and how successful the
motitorium will be is entirely in the hands of the
people in it. · One case of
violence or diliberate breaking of the law, would wipe
out all benefits produced.
This is not a time for emotionalism.

Amnesty Day At Library
The UMP Library has announced an Amnesty Day for late and
missing books. "In response
to student requests, on Friday,
May 15, the library will hold
and Amnesty Day. Books which
are overdue or "missing" from
the library will be accepted
at the circulation desk without
fine or question.
"This is a perfect opportunity to return those books
which have cluttered shelv es or
consciences at no charge, while
at . the same; time making the
books available once more to
all students."

Curtis to Speak
At UMP Commencement
Governor Kenneth M. Curtis
will deliver the address at
the ninth annual Commencement
exercises at UMF on Saturday,
June 6 at 2:30 p.m.
Over 350 degrees will be
awarded during the ceremony
to be held on 'the terrace of
Payson Smith Hall. A reception will complete the program.
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POGO MOBE collects signatures
for protest petitions to the
President

\Vord J?rom PoGo
Mobe
by Nick Hazlett
A number of things happened
this past week--all of them
very quickly. We were able
to mount two successful demonstrations, a petition campaign, and establish some
kind of communication with
the other colleges of Maine.
No one slept much; confusion raged .
But this weekend we formed order--and this is the
picture as we see it now.
We are on strike, but we
have no desire to close the
University--were we to
advocate a shut down we
would destroy the very ideals
for which we stand ( an end
to war and repression and
the creation of a truly free
society--now!!)
But we are urging you to
help us--by either joining
us on strike or by participating in whatever way you can.
You don't have to be on ·
strike to help.
A word about Pres. Libby's
recent decision to force
faculty members to give incompletes, to those not
attending classes. That's
okay, but it really has no
great meaning for us. We
would have been on strike
anyway (workers don't ask
employers for permission to
strike).
Libby's decision however
is not just (not to us, because we didn't ask for it),
but unjust to individual
faculty members. By forcing
them to give incompletes, the
decision infringes on a faculty member's academic right
to give a grade if he wishes.
We condemn the decision
on these grounds and demand
an end to this type of repression.
In regard to events, we
are planning a number of
orograms this week. They .
(cont'd. on page five )

Roberts

and destroy, if that's what
they felt they had to do.
Society had no right to stop
them. But it diq, killing
four in the process. Therefore, President Nixon "really"
killed the students, because
he forced them to take the
actions that ended in their
deaths. Nixon: 4 Kent State·
0. )

'

.

For instance, the written
Constitution is clear that
only Congress declares war.
Vi~tnam is clearly a war, but
Congress has not so declared
it. Does it therefore follow
that Vietnam is an illegal,
unconstitutional war? You
may think so, and many will
be so arguing in the weeks to
come, but please understand
that this is by no means a
necessary--or even a very likely--conclusion. Because the
Cdnstitution also names the
President as Commander-inChief of the Armed Forces,
which means that he and he
alone has authority to order
them where to go and what to
do. Presidents, beginning
with Teddy Roosevelt (and
perhaps before), have used
this undoubted authority to
dispatch American forces to
the far corner of the -world
without formal declarations
of wa~ by Congress. Some of
these actions have resulted
in wars, small and large
(Korea). Why have these
Presidential exercises been
possible--and, in taking
place and creating precedent, established as a part
of the constitution, in our
second sense, that the President has the authority to
make dispositions of U.S.
forces that may sometimes
lead to fighting, violence,
or even wars, even. when
there is no Congressional
declaration of war? The
reason is that the ·fo~mal
Constitution doesn't say
anything about this. It
does not forbid the President from making such dispositions; it does not require Congressional permission for them; and - it does
not say that no wars may be
fought other than Congressionally declared ones.
Now, you may deplore all
this, but those are the
facts. The facts are subject to change, of course.
(cont'd. on page seven)

On the positive side, it
now appears possible that
discussion of Vietnam policy
will be pursued by many complainants within what is the
classical framework of American political disputation: a
debate over the constitutional
aspect of the situation. This
~s all to the good, for it is
possible for rational men to
differ profoundly over such
questions without lapsing into
the sort of fanaticism that
declares: "If you don't accept
my view that Vietnam is wicked
and immoral, you are not a decent human being, and I want
nothing more to do with you."
We have had too much of this
sort of tantrum politics recently--together with the related barbarity that permits
many a great "humanitarian"
and "peace lover" to refer to
his fellow human beings as
pigs, animals, creatures less
than human. This vicious
sort of verbal violence has
played no small part in
structuring a climate of hateridden fanaticism leading inevitably to violence and
death. But as I say, it is
possible thqt the worst aspects
of the emoti9nal binge are
over, and we may be ready for
rational discussion.
There are, however, certain
rules governing the game of
constitutional discourse,
rules which impatient youth,
demanding absolute moral solutions, may have difficulty
accepting. Constitutional
questions are almost never
clear cut or indisputable.
And there is a confusion right
at the start, for "constitution" is a wo,rd with. a double
meaning: there is the formal
Constitution, a written document, supplemented by court
decisions, a history of actions
taken and generally accepted
as proper. Both meanings
are valid uses of the term,
range from teach ins and symand both are subject to wideposiums for students and memv~rying interpretations.
of announced
the community.
Times
,_ly
________________
...,..__________________ -bers
will be
from day
to

PoGo Mobe

OJJJfG

Restaurant and Caterer

From steab to ,teamer•
at 111oodforda corne
•
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This week's specials:
Mon. Hamburg Steaks
.95
Tues. Tuna Salad Plate .95
Wed. American Chop Suey.90
Thurs. Boiled Dinner 1.10
Fri. Bak~d Haddock
1.25

Devensquare Trio
appearing
Tu·es.

&

Sat. Night

Owls and Eagles
Chosen

This year's Head Owl Buzz
Atkinson has announced the new
Owls and Eagles for next
year. The honored Freshmen
ar~ Eagles: Mary Ellen Flynn,
Gail Grant, Nancy Leighton,
Terry Berry, Kathy Sensequa
Carol Tatarczuk, Pam Neally:
Joan Polito, Cindy Beckwith
and Patri?ia McDonough; and'
Owls: Phil Dupont, Bernie
Jacobs, Pete Hardison, Steve
Yates, Gerald Carr Glenn
Poulin, Mike Prest;n, Phil
Olesen, Al Caron, and Frank
Bean.
-

Centaurs Select Seven
Seven new members have been
named to the Centaurs for 197071. The Centaurs are a group
of senior men with exceptional
leadership abilities demonstrated throughout their undergrad~
uate ca~eer. The juniors selected are: Rusty Vennell, Rick
~and, Barry Daniels, Brian Cross,
. eter Gellerson, John Murphy,
ind Bill Priest. ~here will
be a meeting of the old and
new Centaurs this week to
acquaint the new members with
the functions of the organizations.

day.
The biggest event of the
week will be the Democratic
Convention, Saturday at the
Expo. We are sending official
delegates and with . all the
other colleges in Maine, and
community groups, we are
planning to participate in
a demonstration and "sit
down" at the Expo starting
at 11 a.m. Saturday.
The demonstration is being
coordinated by the "Maine
Students for Constructive
Action" of which PoGo Mobe
is a member. Headquarters
for the MSCA is at Bowdoin
College.

CANTEEN CO.
OF MAINE Complete Vending and
Manual Food Service

WeSp~-teU. .. ...._.
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as Nixon and his war-happy
class supremacy. WASPS , Jews,
Catholics, Blacks, Whites,
generals continue their nresent policy in Southeast~ Asia,
those on the left and on the
right sudd enly forget about
the situation a t home will continually d eterioate.
old-fashioned human ethics and
morals. To Hell with the Bible
This is only the beginning,
by Ray Wynne
and what we learned in school
unless we remain in Southeast
about America, the home of the
Asia, in which c a se it may be
Last Monday four students
the end.
free
and
land
of
t
h
e
bra
ve.
were murdered by National
Let's
maim,
deform
and
kill.
Guardsmen ·in Ohio. The inWhat fun! The American Way!
itial reaction was a shockYowser!
Yowser! Yowser!
wave of horror, indignation ,
The
students,
provoked a n d
and disbelief. People on the
ang~y,
encircle
the
Guard and
Thi s we e k ' s Viking will
left cried "murd·er" , while
pelt
the
drab
olive
g
reen
unbe
the ne xt t o l as t for t his
people on the right unbelieviforms
with
bricks.
The
y
peltac
ad
e mic y ear. Before any
ably proclaimed "wonderful,
ed
uniforms,
a
symbol
of
s
omeof
y
ou j ump out of the top
those damn hippies got just
thing
they
see
as
d
e
a
dly
wrong
.
floor
of LBH in d e spair of
what they deserved. Shoot
Unfortunately
live
human
being
s
burn
the
Ri s ley Statue · i n
them all down."
were
wearing
these
symbols.
p
rotest,
we will tell you
Once the shock has worn
The
Guard
~ear-gas
sed
long
t
hat
t
he
paper y ou h av e come
off and tempers have cooled,
hair
and
beards,
another
s
ybto
love
a
nd
cherish will rethe Kent State incident should
bol,
not
people.
turn
n
e
x
t
ye
a
r.
be given a critical, impartial
Go
h
ome,
scream,
gas,
rock,
examination.
bang , die, three critically
·It was justifiable to mobwounded,
eight more bang s,
ilize the National Guard. The
OTHERS DO
eight
not
so critically woundConstitution grants its citizens
ed,
fifteen
or
twenty
more
the right to peaceful assembly.
WHY SHOULDN I T YOU!
bang
s,
no
one
shot,
your
shootWhen Kent State students burning is off fellas, no kewpie
ed the ROTC building, this was
Dance nightly
dolls
today.
not peaceful. Violence is not
to
peaceful. The Constitution
We will probably never
does not grant the right of
know who fired the first shot
~IVE ENTERTAINMENT
violent assembly. The people
or why. It could have been
responsible for mobilizing the
a 23 year old school teacher
Guard did so because they fearwho joined the Guard to d odge
8:30 p.m. to 1 :00 a.m.
· ed renewed violence. We should- the draft. He probably didn't
n't condemn these people, but
mean to shoot, but he's only
rather the type of society
human. Perhaps he panicked.
which fosters such animalistic
The men who put him in uniform
responses.
are to blame. Society is to
The mobilizing of the Guard - blame.
84
was justifiable. What happenFour students, four human
ed after mobilization was not.
beings, are murdered by the
Portland, Maine
The troops, deployed as a preAmerican military machine.
ventitive measure, are the ones
Before rigor mortis sets in
ROCK
who initiated the violence.
on the bodies of the four
Rather than prevent, they erevictims, President Nixon,
ated an atmosphere conducive
our leader, issues a forceful
to violence. The Guard appe a rstatement, "when dissent turns
ed on the scene with gas masks,
to violence it invites tragedy."
MONDAYS
tear gas cannisters, fixed bay- Wonderful! Four American cit9:30 to
enets, and loaded rifles.
izens brutally murdered by the
Live ammunition, Adj. Gen. S.
National Guard and that's one
T. Del Corso, not blanks.
of his first statements.
Real bullets, Ohio Governor
Spiro, your hero and
' Gadzooks!
James A. Rhodes, not blanks.
mine, says the event at Kent
The students, peaceful up to
State was caused "by purveyGREAT SLACKS
this point, became ruffled.
ors of scorn and criticism who
FLARES
Who wouldn't? Two hundred men
foster revolution." Supremely
dressed in drab olive green
eloquent, Mr. Vice Commandert STOVEPIPES
and carrying instruments of
in-Chief. May the Bird of
BELLS
death is not a pleasing sight.
Paradise shit on Air Force Two.
The Guard ·then ordered the
An investigation will come
t
students to disperce. The
and go as it did in the organt
by
Guardsmen were doing their
ized murder of Black Panthers
t Farah & Lee
duty, following orders. Sound
in Chicago. The American
t
familiar? Ever hear of My Lai?
people will never to told the
How about Buchenwald, Auschivitz, complete truth. Army officials f
· from 10.oo
Warsaw Ghett o , Adolf Eichman?
still insist that the 5 ,000
f All Permanent
· The Guard was breaking up an
· ·sheep that died near the Dugt
"unauthorized" rally. Unauthway Biological Warfare Center
Press and
~rized by who? · Certainly not
actually died of DDT poisoning, t
Washable
by the Constitution. The stuand not nerve gas. What exI
dent, on that day of May 4,
cuse could they have given if
t
¥ere conducting a peaceful rally. the lethal gas had reached U.S.
When told to go home, the stuHighway 40 and 25 or 30 people
t PLAIDS
STR:PES
dents said no. They weren't
had been found dead on the
breaking a Constitutional law.
roadside?
,
SJLIDS
The Guard, sent to prevent viPresident N!~on has made
'
olence, started it by throwing
many promises. He said he had
tear gas cannisters. How would a plan to end the Vietnam War,
you react if you were unlawand would bring us together.
&
~
fully attacked? The students
Last week he made a decision '
DOWNTOWN
(peaceful without the Guard's
which proves he had only one
f
~R~JH?,
presence) exploded into viothing in mind, and that is to
'-,,,,ti"
f
lence.
be elected. By unlawfully
Greatl Step right up,
invading Cambodia (again making
Prep Hall - 2nd Floor
folks. Yowser! Yowser! YowAmerica the aggressor) he esser! M~yhem_breaks out on a
ca~ated the . war int~ an I1:1d~t A.H. Benoit & Co.
f
~ampus in Ohio, the heart of
China conflict. This decision
,
America--WASP land--middle
has torn America apart. As long .?----!lP~~~~.:..t.~o~~~.

Live Ammunition
Real Bullets

We Shall · Return
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Financial
backing tastes
sweet once
you've bitten
the dust.
When you have a wife,
a kid, and growing
responsibilities, financial
security is a nice thing to
have around the house.
Start to plan for it now .
Invest in a life insurance
program that expands as
your needs do. The earlier
you start, the less it costs.
And the more security
you'll have a chance
to build.
Give us a call. Or stop
by our office. We'll give
you a dose of financial
security. So you'll never
have to choke on the dust.

WAR PROTESTERS meet at UMP flagpole to hear speeches

PROVIDENT MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY OF PHILADELPHI
JOHN P. CONNOLLY. JR. 477 CONGRESS STREET, ROON 90'
CAMPUS AGENT
PORTLAND, MAINE 04111
PORTLAND MAINE AGENCY
Bus. PHONE: 773-6406
RES. PHONE: 772-7617

__.--,-----·P oGo Mohe Formed
A peace march and a symposium of the week's events,
last Friday, were part of the
activities of PoGo Mobe (Portla~d--Gorham Mobilization to
enp the war in Vietnam).
The
organization emerged last
Wednesday when it was given
the use of the Cape Cod house
on the UMP campus.
PoGo Mobe has conducted a
24-hour a day vigil around
the UMP flagpole for the past
week.
They draped sheets and
placards in protest to Kent
State and Cambodian actions
over the University of Maine
sign in front of the flagpole.
The march from UMP to City
Hall Friday, was joined by
students from Gorham and
Westbrook Junior College.
They left the campus at three
o'clock and .concluded · about
six o'clock.
The sy~posium Friday night
was attended by students faculty, administration, and
members of the community.
After a two-hour session, they
agreed to meet every Friday
evening in LBA to discuss the
problems besetting the country.
This past weekend PoGo Mobe
announced that they are consicering themselves "students
on strike". They plan no
disruptive measures against
the rest of the student body,
but will urge students to
join in the strike.

PROVlfilENT

· President's Powers
We can change the formal
Constitution to deal with
these contingencies, to remove this discretionary
Presidential authority.
Or
Congress could change the
facts--and hence, the informal
constitutional balance--by
reversing the trend of 20th
Century practice, by refusing to appropriate funds for
these Presidential exercises,
thus making them impossible.
' Another possible way to change
things is Sen. Fulbright's
'National Commitments' resolution, passed by the Senate, 70
to 16. This would require J
Senate approval for any new
U.S. commitments that might
lead to the use of force abroad.
Nobody had taken this seriously, but this might be changed.
Either or both of these
possibilities is perfectly
possible. Whether they are
desirable is another question,
for they imply a drastic alteration in the present constitutional balance of forces
between President and Congress.
Would it be a good idea to so
reduce · the powers of the President in today's world? ·That
is a matter of opinion, naturally.
My own is that such
an over-reaction to Vietnam
would be a terrible mistake.

MUTUALlliillii LI FE

INSURANCE COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA

No· Sports
Due to the Moratorium
this past week there was little or no sports activity
at UMP, hence, no sports.
The Viking would like to take
this opportunity, however,
to congratulate the Boston
Bruins who have brought a
Stanley Cup to our favorite
sports town. Let's hope it
isn't 29 more years before
they win another one because
the aging Boston Gardens
probably won't make it!

It's the "in" place . . . where all the
fashion-minded juniors will make the
scene to switched-on happenings. It's
a store within a store . . . a place· to
meet 'n mix . . . to browse md feel at

home.

THE LOFT - FASHION R.OOI
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send a strong letter of protest to the Chancellor for
an extreme violation of
student rights.
The letter was prepared
and it was hand-delivered to
the Chancellor. He assented.
The
four names accompanied
(This is the third in a conthe
letter and the two names
tinuing series of articles.
the
head
of the s tudent body
A complete report will be
selected
were
appointed.
available in the Library
The
announcement
came at
this week)
a
public
press
conference
on
by Eddie 1. Beard
a Monday morning. But one
thing was omitted. The
The Chancellor's "Ad-::
Chancellor
never sent the
visory Council" was changed
names
back
to the UMP Stuby the Board of Trustees
dent
Senate
for confirma to read -"Study Committee. "
tion.
It,
along
with a
The Board felt that because
sharp
confrontation
with
the purpose of the Committee
the
UMP
facult
y
,
caused
a
was to study and compile a
violent
u
pro
ar
amongst
the
detailed plan for the merger
students. A complete lack
that the new name would be
of
faith, they called it.
more appropriate.
M
eetings l ate-r that week
McNeil lost his recommenin
the
Chancellor's office
daion that he, alone, appoint
produced
the so lution to
the Committee and that the Cothe
tension
that wa s nremmittee report all their plans
sent.
Peter
Go r anites, a to him and then he would delong
with
one
other s tucide whether or not to transdent,
demanded
tha t the Senmit them to the Board.
ate
receive
a
letter.
McNeil
However, the Chancellor has
said
no.
He
never
agre
ed
a habit of not doing what he
with
the
terms
of
the
letis told. He announced that
ter, he said. When he as the Gorham faculty and students sented,
he was only assenand the UMP faculty and stuting
to
the receiving of
dents would send him a slate
the
letter.
He could not
of six names each. · He would
send
a
letter
to the Portpick two of the six to serve
land
students,
because he
on the committee. Gorham
lose
face.
would
submitted their names.
The other UMP student
The word arrived at his ofproposed
the solution.
fice that UMP was saying nothWhy
not
send
a letter to
ing doing. The right of a
all
groups
announcine
the
body to pick their own represelections
.and
if
they
have
sentat:fves is sacred, the stuany
questions
relating
to
...._,_____--=- ents and faculty shouted in
the
appointment
s
to
contact
unison. The Student Body
his office? The ChancelPresident, in private consullor thought a second and
tations with the Chancellor,
quickly agreed. He proceedreceived an agreement that
ed to draft a letter even
the UMP students would only
stronger
than suggested.
have to send four nan:es. An
M
cNeil
got
himse~f out of
understanding with the staff
a situation tha t he has
was that Goranites would
promised himself never to
pick the two, in private,
get
into again.
that would actually serve.
The
UMP faculty sent two
After this agreement, the
at
first, but all it
names
Student President went to the
took
was
an
angry McNeil
UMP Senate for approval. The
tele
phone
call
to change therr,
senators said no. Six or
to four names.
four names does not change the
The Advisory Committee
principle. They would accept
held
its first meeting on
if the two out of the four
March
7, 1970 at the Chancenames that· McNeil selects
llor's
office. The work of
would be returned to the Senthat
committee
is still conate and that the president
tinuing.
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f
I Silently ....••••.. we march
single file through the
f memorials erected for the
I' beings

History of a

Merged Institution

v~
Sauage ancl

Green Pepper

Meat

Ball

.

Steer Roast Beef
Asst. Gift Packages
Fruit Baskets
Beverages, domestic and imported

I of. a
f that
f
I

childhood's end
night of shadows.....

fHouse of Seven Gables, with
your ghosts of a glorious
past,
f Silent n~w and strangely
t
yearning,
f Quiet ways and dusty halls
f
f Will hold your s ecrets 'til
, ~:::::::~
the last;
f walls that bear the brunt of
I
f
lusty seamen
f
f Who came to call when jourf
,
ney' s done,
,
'Telling tale s of far-off pla,
f ces, disappearing one by
f
f one.
·
f
, Hawthorne t-ells your tales of
'
valor
f
fAnd the deeds that have been
f
f done
f
Behind these hand-hewn timbers,
·
f
fHurricane lamp a'burning
f
'fTime has blackened every one.
f
f
Pompous lords have s_et your
table;
fLadies have grace d your halls,
f
'fFrom the fa~ corners of this
f
country
I
Making you their "port of call".

f
f

..__

______________,

BOTTLERS OF PEPSI-COLA AND SEVEN-UP

•

PORTLAND, MAINE 04103

•

f
f

f
f
f
f
f

House of Seven Gables
by Don Conant

SELTZER & RYDHOLM DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
250 CA~CO ROAD

I

ft

ft gray things reminding me

Maine's finest bowling house
20 Ten Pin Lanes
10 Candle Pin Lanes
362 Allen Ave., Por.tland

Sandwiches

f

t

North Gate Bowl-A-Rama

PIZZA

f

!

STRIKE Up a relationship with

Portlmd

15 Aulun St.

,f
f
f

who
only wanted to be humans and
f
I small g_ods
f
'
no longer
I
•are the recollec t ions of the
f
f pas t days when the
f
fworld was a free paradi se of
f
many different WELFARE STt,TES ,
only now a sens e of loss when
,6
f watching the ruins of red- f
, light Districts
,
'
which a re bright white with ·'
f ashes
.
f
fwhom are glowing the fires of
f
,
f a thousand nighttimes &
ni ghtmares .
We are only the'
I few
f
f whom
f
, no longerest are free •.• walking ,
'
' 'with chains on
f withered wrists
f

'

TROIANO'S

._.~~

The Children of the vi orld
by Alex Holt

TEL 773-4258
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